Introduction
The most common type of unsupervised learning implemented with robots is Reinforcement Learning (RL) . RL has successfully been used to acquire maze navigation behaviors [7] and goal seeking behavior [4] with toy robots equipped with simple whisker or IR sensors. Unfortunately, attempts at more signiJicant tasks involving robots with more adequate sensing produce less eflective results (e.g. [2] 
Trajectory Velocity Learning
To overcome the slow learning times associated with
RL we decided to alter the actual learning task. Instead of learning associations between input vectors and command responses we use the robot to learn associations between input vectors and trajectory velocities as depicted in Figure 1. We refer to this form of learning as Trajectory Velocity Learning (TVL).

Range Readings
Trajectory Velocities robot is provided with a single instruction to follow trajectories which are perceived to be fastest, object avoidance behavior becomes exhibited because trajectories which lead into fire space will be perceived to be faster than those which collide with nearby objects.
Learning Multiple Behaviors with TVL
Additionally, TVL makes it possible for the robot to produce other behaviors, besides object avoidance, without the need for the robot to learn different associative maps as shown in Figure 3 . For example, if we instruct the robot to follow fast trajectories which are closest to the nearest detected object, wall following behavior becomes exhibited in either direction. Changing this to follow fast trajectories to the right of nearest object produces left wall following behavior and conversely following fast trajectories to the left of the nearest object produces right wall following behavior. Goal seeking behavior is performed by providing the robot with an instruction to follow fast trajectories toward the perceived goal location. Fortunately, this also produces implied obstacle avoidance capability without the need to switch behaviors since any convex object encountered between the robot and the goal will cause the direct trajectory to be perceived to be slower than those which lead around the obstacle. A TVL robot like that in Figure 3 consequently chooses faster alternative trajectories resulting in a path around the obstacle being negotiated while still maintaining pursuit of the goal location. However, if the robot becomes trapped by a deep crevice, the robot could attempt to follow walls in both directions for increasing periods of time or altematively could use purposive maps [I41 to learn the shortest path to the goal.
Adjusting TVL Behaviors
Varied control of the robot's object clearance is also possible by providing a variable velocity threshold to determine if perceived trajectory velocities are considered to be fast or slow. For example, if the velocity threshold is lowered the robot follows trajectories closer to objects before its velocity falls below the threshold causing another faster trajectory to be selected. As demonstrated by the simulator display [12] , when avoiding objects or following walls, as in Figure 4 (a) and 4(b), the robot moves cautiously closer to objects before avoiding them. Conversely, raising the threshold causes the robot to maintain larger object clearance distances and results in the robot moving faster and more competently through the environment, as Figure 4 
Previous TVL Work
To conduct our TVL experiments we use the Yamabico mobile robot [lo] shown in Figure 6 (a). This robot is equipped with 16 sonar sensors arranged in a ring equally spaced around the robot and a bump sensor for detecting collisions. We provide the robot with seven trajectory locomotion commands for traversing its environment labeled T3L to T3R on Figure 6(b) . Each trajectory has a maximum velocity in the forward and reverse direction appropriate for safely negotiating these trajectories. Stop and spin commands are also utilized to halt the robot when collisions occur or to Eice the robot in a desired direction. Previously, we Ell] used a single Fuzzy Associative Matrix (FAM) (see [ 5 ] ) to enable the robot to acquire a mapping between the sonar sensors and 7 trajectories. However this was achieved by grouping the robot's sensors into banks of 3, see Figure 7 (a), to prevent the FAM matrix from becoming excessively large. The 5 resulting input vector elements were obtained by taking the minimum range reading fiom each group and M e d by the membership functions described in Figure 7 (b). Although this sensor configuration enables the robot to effectively learn wall following, object avoidance and goal seeking behaviors relatively quickly, it results in the robot having coarse perception of its environment making it difficult for the robot to resolve fine details like narrow doorways or passages between close objects. In Section 2 we explain how we have managed to overcome coarse robot perception by providing each trajectory with its own FAM matrix and independent input vector. In Section 3 we provide results of experiments showing how the use of multiple FAM matrices can improve the robot's perception and behavior.
Mapping Sensors to Trajectory Velocities with FAM Matrices
Considerable work in fuzzy control uses a matrix representation of fuzzy rules called a FAM matrix. A FAM matrix can be described as an N dimensional table where each dimension represents a specific input with size equal to the number of fuzzy sets used to describe that input.
Thus a FAM matrix with inputs and fuzzy sets described in Figure 8 would contain 5 * 4 * 3 * 3 * 4 = 720 entries, with each entry describing appropriate velocities associated with the robot's seven trajectories as shown in Figure 9 .
TO TIL T1R T2L TZR T3L l 3 R Figure 9 . Using a single FAM matrix to store velocities of 7 trajectories.
Like lookup tables, FAM matrices have the advantage of allowing rule consequents to be directly accessed h m the input vector thereby enabling their output to be produced quickly. Furthermore, the output is derived by what is effectively a parameterized smoothing over a small neighborhood of table entries which provides good generalization and immunity to isolated incorrect entries (see Section 2.3). However, the main disadvantage with using a FAM matrix to classifL input vectors is that the size of the matrix increases exponentially with increasing numbers of inputs and fuzzy sets. Thus, to reduce the amount of memory required by FAMs, it is necessary to carefully select FAM inputs and membership functions to effectively resolve objects in the paths of trajectories with the minimum number of FAM inputs and fuzzy sets.
Using Multiple FAM Matrices to Map Sensors to Trajectory Velocities
To avoid the coarse perception resulting from grouped sonar sensors we implemented seven FAM matrices to store velocities belonging to each of the robot's seven trajectories as shown in Figure 10 . Each FAM matrix receives its own independent input vector which is derived f7om sensors that are considered the most relevant f a detecting objects in the vicinity of the FAM's trajectory. 
Selecting Appropriate FAM Inputs from Available Sensors
To decide which sensors produce the most relevant information for resolving the pathways of individual trajectories, four factors need to be considered: (1) the position of each sensor, (2) the environment's structure, Although sensors adjacent to a specific trajectory have obvious relevance to that trajectory, due to their position, they will not always retum a signal from objects located on the trajectory's pathway. In particular, flat walls can be a problem. For example, Figure 11 shows typically how a flat wall will be detected by a sonar ring. Although the flat wall in Figure 11 lies directly in the path of trajectory TlL, adjacent sensors S1 and S2 fail to return an echo fiom the wall due to the acute angle of incidence of their respective sonar signals. However, sensors S3 to S5 do detect the presence of the wall due to their transmitted signals being almost normal to the wall. Hence, to be able to resolve the appropriate. velocities of trajectory TIL, sonars S3, S4 and perhaps S5 should be included (as well as other sensors) as inputs into the FAM matrix of trajectory TIL.
Since most mobile robots typically operate in indoor environments bounded by flat walls, we configured each FAM's inputs and fuzzy sets so that trajectory velocities could effectively be resolved with respect to flat walls (see Figure 12 ). Experiments we performed demonstrated that this configuration also works well for resolving most isolated objects and environment features. 
Conflicting Training Patterns
Due to the highly reflective nature of ultrasonic waves and the presence of undetectable features in most environments, there will inevitably be some situations where the robot receives the same input vector but discovers different trajectory velocities. Some typical examples of this can be seen in Figure 13 . For many conflicting training patterns no problem occurs because FAM entries are updated by taking the weighted average of all training pattems which map to the same entries (see Section 2.3). In the case of the conflicting patterns shown in Figure 13 , stimulated FAM entries are adjusted toward the lower speed as,sociations because they occur more frequently in typical environments. Fortunately, this only results in the robot simply moving a little firther along walls before perceiving faster trajectories if they exist.
Updating FAM Entries
Various techniques for generating fuzzy rules directly fkom training data have recently gained increasing interest. Generally, these methods can be classified by the learning technique involved, the most common being neural networks [6], genetic algorithms [3], iterative rule extraction methods [l] and direct fuzzy inference techniques [9] . The most significant differences in these methods lies in the time it takes to generate fuzzy rules and whether or not fuzzy input and output sets need to be predefmed. Unfi~rtunately, those methods which do not require the predefinition of fuzzy sets, require far too much training time fix on line robot learning to be possible.
With this in mind we have chosen to adopt the compositional rule inference approach as originally proposed by [ 131 and more recently investigated by [8] for our experiments so that the robot is capable of adjusting its fuzzy rules while experiencing its environment.
Consequent adjustment of FAM matrices is achieved by accumulating the weighted average of training exemplars which stimulate each consequent entry, namely:
where pA, (x) represents minimum input membership Cg training pattem 2; and y represents the speed associated with training piittern I; .
DefUzification is performed by using the weighted averaging method with the difference that we use the crisp consequent values rather than representative values h m fiuzy output sets to save computation time. Thus the anticipated velocity from each FAM matrix is given by:
Because FAM entries can be accessed directly fiom the input vector, both updating FAM entries and inferring trajectory velocities from sensor data can be done quickly regardless of the size of each FAM matrix. This enables the robot to both perceive the velocities of its trajectories and learn trajectory velocities within the real time constraints of normal robot functioning.
Experimental Results.
To compare learning times and behaviors of single and multiple FAM configurations, we provided the robot with both single and multiple FAM matrix configurations as described in Sections 1.4 and 2.1. Learning is performed by initializing all FAM entries to 0.1 m/s and by repeatedly selecting trajectories randomly and following each slowly uintil a collision with an object of full circle is detected (as (explained in Section 1.1). The resulting training exemplars are used to update both single and multiple FAM matrices as described in Section 2. n where viis the total change occurring to FAM velocity entries during each time-step and n is the number of time steps occurring during each minute of learning time.
To measure the robot's competence we periodically switch the robot's behavior to wall following and object avoidance to observe how the single and multiple FAM configurations perform. Because we initially set all FAM entries to low velocities, the robot's competence at performing any of its behaviors can be measured to some extent by monitoring the robot's average velocity in addition to its collision rate.
We found that when learning was performed in empty rooms or corridors no significant differences in both learning and performing behaviors was observed. However, when obstacles were introduced into the environment significant dif€iiw in learning and behaviors became apparent. The graphs in Figure 14 show the average learning rate and acquired competence of single and multiple FAM configurations conducted over 5 trials in the environment shown in Figure 15 . For all tests we maintained the Velocity Threshold at 85% of trajectory maximums. Examination the robot's sonar data revealed that the longer learning time and higher collision rate of the single FAM configuration were caused by the effect of the robot passing between objects during learning which are difficult for the single FAM's gjouped sensors to resolve. This not only makes it difficult jbr the robot to learn to perceive fast trajectories through narrow passages but also causes inappropriate higher velocities to be associated with short range readings on soma colliding trajectories. This results in the single FAM matrix being updated by conflicting training patterns. Corisequently, the likelihood of the robot producing inappropriate actions increases because some colliding trajectories may get perceived to be faster than those which lead into fke space. Figure 15 shows typical path traces produced by the robot while being controlled by the multjple and single FAM configurations when performing object avoidance behavior after learning.
The improvement produced by the multiple FAM configuration can be seen in Figure 15 (b) where the robot is able to successfully negotiate the narrow passage between the objects. However, attempts to make the single FAM robot perform the same task only results in inappropriate actions being taken as shown in Figure  1 S(a). 
Conclusion
We have presented an unsupervised robot learning method which is baslad on learning a l k z y associative map between sonar sensors and trajectory velocities. Work covered involves improvements to the robot's perception and behaviors by using multiple FAM matrices to independently map relevant sensors to each trajectory. Our results demonstrate that the use of multiple FAM matrices can improve to the robot's behaviors by enabling the environment to be resolved with more accuracy.
